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Summary:
The recovery from Katrina and Rita ushers in a new era of Disaster Recovery and Prevention. Go

The slow response to Katrina was a black eye for the Bush administration. For Michael Brown, t
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Article Body:
The recovery from Katrina and Rita ushers in a new era of Disaster Recovery and Prevention. Go

The slow response to Katrina was a black eye for the Bush administration. For Michael Brown, t

President Bush wants to make up for the bungled response (and restore some political capital)a

The Army Corp of Engineers, burned by the lack of follow-through on their recommendation to ra

New homes have multiplied along vulnerable coastal areas. From Florida to the Outer Banks up t

And they may need to because it looks like big storms are brewing. If many meterologists are c

Combine the measures slated for homeland security, rebuilding the Gulf coast and the ramp-up o

For some companies, let´s call them Hurricane stocks, the opportunity to take part in the Gulf
Hurricane stocks are companies that are needed right now. For instance, the immediate need to

Manufactured homes have come a long way in the past decade, and will prove to be a good tempor

Some other compnnies in this sector include Champion (NYSE:CHB), which partners with nearly 3,

Oil and gas facilites in the Gulf coast also need emergency repair. The economy of the Gulf Co
Rebuilding the Gulf Coast

Rebuilding will include the big dogs in construction, like Halliburton (NYSE:HAL), The Shaw Gr

To build you need building materials. Home retailers such as Home Depot and Lowe´s will be see

Some Hurricane and rebuilding stocks have already jumped and retreated. But the point to remem
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